
The Consisteny of UniformisationImportant onsequenes of PD are:Projetive Regularity: Projetive sets are measurable and have theBaire propertyProjetive Uniformisation: Projetive binary relations an beuniformised by projetive funtionsWoodin onjetured that these properties together are as strong asPD, but Steel showed that they an be obtained from less.Woodin's onjeture was in priniple orret as it does hold with�projetive� replaed by �hyperprojetive� and other su�iently rihpointlasses.



The Consisteny of UniformisationProjetive regularity and Projetive Uniformisation are individuallyrather weak:Projetive regularity needs only an inaessible (Solovay's model)Projetive Uniformisation holds in L.But in fat PD gives something stronger than ProjetiveUniformisation:Moshovakis Uniformisation: Π1n binary relations an be uniformisedby Π1n funtions for odd n.This does not hold in L.Question. What is the strength of Π13 Uniformisation?



The Consisteny of UniformisationHarrington obtained numerous onsisteny results regardingprojetive sets. In partiular he showed that the following isonsistent relative to ZFC:Moshovakis Redution: Π1n has the redution property for eahodd n.(Π1n redution says that any two Π1n sets have Π1n subsets whih aredisjoint with the same union.)But he left the onsisteny of Moshovakis Uniformisation as anopen problem.



The Consisteny of UniformisationTheorem(SDF-Ho�elner) Relative to ZFC it is onsistent that Π13uniformsation holds.It looks like the proof would extend to yield the onsisteny of Π15uniformsation relative to ZFC + 2 Woodin ardinals. But in fat Ionjeture:Conjeture. Π1n Uniformisation for odd n is onsistent relative tojust ZFC.



The Consisteny of UniformisationThe above result about Π13 uniformisation was in fat proved inresponse to a question of Vassilis Gregoriades about generalisedBaire spae.Let BS(ω1) denote the generalised Baire spae ω
ω11 topologisedwith basi open sets {f | η ⊆ f } where η is from ω

<ω11 . Borel setsare obtained from these by losing under unions and intersetionsof size ω1 as well as omplements. Projetive sets are then formed,well, by projeting. Meager sets are ω1-unions of nowhere densesets. The Baire property means the usual thing.



The Consisteny of UniformisationOne an onsider:Projetive Regularity for BS(ω1): Projetive sets have the Baireproperty.Moshovakis Uniformisation for BS(ω1): Π1n binary relations an beuniformised by Π1n funtions for odd n.Projetive Regularity for BS(ω1) provably fails: The Club �lter isprojetive and does not have the Baire property.



The Consisteny of Uniformisation
Vassilis asked about the onsisteny of Moshovakis Uniformisation.Theorem(SDF-Ho�elner) Relative to ZFC it is onsistent that CH holds and
Π11 uniformsation holds for BS(ω1).The above-mentioned result about Π13 uniformisation is anadaptation of the proof of the above result.



The Consisteny of UniformisationOn the proof of the onsisteny of Π11 Uniformisation for BS(ω1):We start with L as ground model and perform a proper, ω2-iteration of length ω2 that does not add reals.Let ϕ(x , y) be a universal Π1 formula where x , y vary over elementsof BS(ω1). For an x whih appears in the iteration, in the ourse ofthe iteration we try to fore ϕ(x , y) to fail via a proper iteration ofsize < ω2 that does not add reals, for all y that appear in theiteration; if this is not possible for some y then we �x suh a y andwe use �stationary-kill with loalisation� methods to provide a Σ1witness for eah (x , y ′) with y ′ 6= y (everything proper). Then y isthe unique y suh that (x , y) is not witnessed, a Π1 property. Wealso witness (x , y ′) whenever we have fored ϕ(x , y ′) to fail. Theiteration is ω2- and does not add reals, giving the desireduniformisation.



The Consisteny of UniformisationThe idea for Π13 is the same, but now the proper iteration is oflength ω1.The argument also works for BS(κ) for any suessor ardinal κ. Italso will likely work for inaessibles whih are not weakly ompat.Obtaining Π11 uniformisation for BS(κ) for κ weakly ompat is aninteresting question.That's all, folks!


